
Due to custom requirements and lead times, door/drawer front orders may not be cancelled and doors/drawer fronts are not returnable.  
Any additional charges for changing sizes or quantities after the initial order is placed will require a new worksheet, and an additional 
invoice will be created. By signing below, you agree to the terms stated above.

SEASONS® LAMINATE DOOR & DRAWER FRONT INFORMATION

ACCEPTED BY: DATE:

Please check all measurements shown above before signing this order form.

SEASONS® LAMINATE DOOR & DRAWER FRONT ORDER TERMS

DOOR FRONTS
QTY WIDTH HEIGHT COMMENTS

DRAWER FRONTS
QTY WIDTH HEIGHT COMMENTS

q Natural Oak

q English Oak

q Carolina Oak

q Hard Rock Maple

q Nepal Teak

q Gunstock Walnut

q White

q Almond

COLORS

1. Fill in the width and height to the nearest 1/16".

2. Select the appropriate color option.

3. Vertical grain is standard on doors. Horizontal grain is 
standard on drawer fronts. To change grain orientation, 
please indicate in comments section.

4. All door edges are fabricated with a beveled edge.

FORM INSTRUCTIONS

fmfabrications@hdsupply.comFax 1.866.455.8903Phone 1.866.455.8907
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REQUEST TYPE:

ACCOUNT NUMBER ORDER DATE

SALES REP NAME SALES REP PHONE NUMBER

SEND ORDER CONFIRMATION TO: NAME: FAX/EMAIL:

PURCHASER NAME PO NUMBER

SHIPPING ADDRESS 

SHIP TO (Property Name)

CITY PHONE

STATE ZIP

SOURCE CODE:

q QUOTE          q ORDER

FAX COMPLETED ORDER FORM TO 1.866.455.8903 OR EMAIL TO FMFABRICATIONS@HDSUPPLY.COM

Fabrication Form — Seasons® Laminate Doors & Drawer Fronts
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